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Your 5 virtual principles

Throw away the gimmicks

Keep your sessions short

Extend the duration of the experience

Utilize primarly on-demand content

Use live content sparingly and strategically

Don’t do virtual breaks, lunches, yoga sessions, happy hours

Rethink team building formats

We recommend no longer than 20 minutes for each session

Do not go for a duration of more than 1h30 total

Do not cram all your content in 2 or 3 days

Spread it across a few weeks, or even months if you can

Anything that is top-down informative content should be on-demand

Keep your on-demand content short and to the point as well

Make live moments special and focused on audience interactions

Answer live Q&A questions and probe your audience opinion
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Where can you add interactivity that will help 
you reach your objectives? Participants love to 

share their opinion through polling and word cloud 

questions, they feel connected and focus on key 

messages. Bonus points if you build on their participation 

(e.g. brainstorming or case study).

When and how will you answer participant’s 
questions? More than ever, people will crave 

conversations and debates. Allow them to ask questions 

through the platform and address them as a panel.

How do you get your audience to participate 
outside of live sessions? Set up gamification with 

activities, challenges, homework, and group tasks, that 

are set in between sessions, so you keep people 

engaged and coming back for more. 
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When do you need your audience to be 
connected live? Ask them to connect live only when 

you need them to. How about sharing some pre-recorded 

content ahead of time, then using the live time for 

interactions, discussions, and actual audience 

participation? 

What new formats would help you build an 
engaging program? This could include things like ‘ask 

me anything’ sessions, panel discussions and fireside 

chats, or even late-night show style interviews.

How can you increase space for self 
exploration? Before your meeting starts, or between 

presentations, let your audience go through various 

resources and discussion feeds on the platform.

Get higher participation with the right methodology 

Delivery: keep it interactiveFormat: think live and on-demand
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Pre-event engagement

Virtual lobby
Create a branded and custom virtual lobby where 
conversations can happen. Have your experts and 
speakers available to chat, pin key content to the feed, 
and have users interact with one another.

Conversations
Provide help, information, technical guidance or 
collect pre-event insights in a conversational way 
through our chatbots.

Content recommendations
Recommend sessions, videos, articles or websites to 
users based on their interests. 

On-demand
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Plenary sessions

Speaker teaser
Record a teaser video with your main speaker to 
announce the live session and create excitement.

Question box 
Ask participants to submit their questions ahead of the 
live session.

Pre-recorded talk
Choose to record all or parts of the presentation to be 
watched on-demand and focus on interaction during 
the live sessions.

On-demand

Live 

Live presentation with interactivity
Stream live sessions and engage participants through 
clapping, polling, word cloud and Q&A.
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Breakout sessions

Pre-reads
Leverage the resource library to make videos, 
documents and links available before the workshop.

Knowledge assessment and surveys
Assess participant’s knowledge or have them complete 
a survey to help drive the conversation.

On-demand

Live 
Video breakouts
Create a two-way conversation between speakers 
and participants in smaller groups by allowing users 
to easily join a video call from their browser.

Ideation and collaboration
Use Forms and Feeds for participants to contribute in 
real-time with their ideas, questions, comments.
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Panel discussions

Topic selection
Let participants pick their favorite topics for the 
upcoming panel discussion session.

Question box
Collect questions ahead of the session to get a preview 
of the hot topics.

On-demand

Live 

Live panel discussion
Live stream your panel discussion with multiple 
speaker videos displayed next to each other.

Moderated Q&A
Select questions and send them to the speakers’ 
screen. Display selected questions in the live stream 
for additional authenticity.
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Virtual exhibition

Exhibitors space
List all your exhibitors and offer them a space to 
display their information: logo, description, contact 
details, supporting videos and documents.

Easy navigation
Let participants search exhibitors, filter by categories, 
bookmark the ones they like and save documents for 
later review.

Connection opportunities
Allow participants to chat with the exhibitor 
representatives or to book 1-1 meetings with them. 

On-demand

Live 
1-1 video calls
Enable live conversations between participants and 
exhibitors directly in the browser via video call.
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Networking & community
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Social feed
Encourage participants to post, like and comment on 
the feed. Tip: integrate it in the activity challenge to 
boost participation. 

Participant matching
Enable participants to indicate their fields of 
preference and browse a list of other users with 
similar interests. 

Discussion forums
Let participants share their opinion on forums 
(moderation available if required)

On-demand

Live 

Chat and virtual room for 1-1 meeting
Increase networking opportunities between 
participants via chat or virtual rooms
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Activity challenge
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Gamification
Make participants come back for more by rewarding 
points for their actions – strategically define these 
activities to reach your event goals. 

Healthy competition
Display individual or team leaderboards to increase 
competition during the event.

Guided experience
Create learning journey or virtual checklist instead of a 
competition to help participants focus on key activities 
during their virtual experience

On-demand

Live 
Award ceremony
Recognize participant’s work during a closing award 
ceremony. Tip: create multiple award categories to 
highlight everyone’s strengths. 
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Post-event engagement
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Resource library
Gather session replays and additional resources 
within a library for reference. Manage document 
accessibility by user or time. 

FAQ
Answer the key questions received during the event –
in writing or with short videos.

Surveys
Choose from a comprehensive set of question formats 
to gather the feedback you need from participants. 
Use Conversation bot to make it more user-friendly. 

Certificate of attendance
Enable participants to download their personalized 
certificates of attendance. Tip: unlock it upon 
evaluation completion

On-demand


